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ABSTRACT

Purpose – In present times measuring the research impact is a concern for researchers and they are trying to find new ways to inform their studies to the other research scientists to increase their visibility and credibility. Due to the algorithms and advanced robotic systems in search engines some developers induce search engine optimization in some publications and scientific journal web sites, thus making it more difficult for researchers to be successful in disseminating their works effectively. The study thus reviews a comprehensive and broad range of resources and tools to show some strategic ways and tactics for authors, reviewers, editors and academic institutes to maximize the impact of their productions.

Design/methodology/approach – Webometrics, Cybermetrics, Scientometrics, Informetrics and the newest one Altmetrics are the methods used to evaluate the usage, activation and application of publications and measuring the scholarly impact of research. Hence, thus study attempts to reviews prominent tools and resources in the light of the available literature and other evidences.

Findings – The study reveals that the visibility of research is an opportunity to attract citations and a growing number of resources facilitate global visibility and collaboration.

Research limitations – The study is based on review of existing works and resources, which can be further extended for revealing the usefulness from user’s perspective.

Paper Type – Literature Review
INTRODUCTION

Nowadays, one of the greatest concerns in the competitive world for reputable researchers, scientists and philosophers of science is that despite numerous and unqualified scientific publications and also rapid advances and web proliferation, how to introduce their qualified and valuable new productions to get or increase their citation record in the World Wide Web (Brin & Page, 1998; Lotfipanah, 2016). The reason for the aforesaid point is the existence of advanced robotic systems and algorithms created on the Internet by authentic companies such as major search engines Google, Yahoo and Bing (Khraim, 2015; Peshave & Dezhgosha 2016). Because the crawlers of World Wide Web only show the contents on their first pages with the most hits and visit by audiences (Pavalam, Raja, Akorli & Jawahar, 2011; Senanayake, Piraveenan & Zomaya, 2015). It means that the audiences of these global networks will choose information which is more attractive, relevant and more influential (Shkapenyuk & Suel, 2002). But new techniques such as search engine optimization (SEO) have been discovered and created by developers, computer and networking engineers (Vignesh & Deepa, 2014; Yalcin & Köseb, 2010) Which can sometimes mislead Internet crawlers (Jain, 2013) and increase the web page visibility and ranking of some scientific websites, papers or journals legally or illegally by some tactics or threats (Bansal & Sharma, 2015; Norman, 2013; Poongkode & Nirosa, 2014). Therefore, other audiences such as researchers in all over the world will just find the optimized and manipulated fast web pages instead of more authentic articles. It occurs due to using white or black hat techniques (Beal, 2018) in search engine optimization. Therefore, it may cause more visit and citations because the relationship between scientific papers visibility and the number of citations apparently have been proved to everyone (Ale Ebrahim, Salehi, Embi, Habibi, Gholizadeh, Motahar & Ordi, 2014). Hence, having knowledge about algorithms and ranking is essential for all researchers especially reputable and renowned scholars to do sometimes something to improve their social status on the Internet to be in higher results and better known and recognized by crawlers of search engines to have their scientific papers well ranked in the search engines in order to reach their audiences (Beel & Gipp, 2009; Burger, 2014). Based on this, these days one of the priorities for scientists is paying attention to SEO factors and looking for some new helpful methods to increase their citation record (Ale Ebrahim, Salehi, Embi, Habibi, Gholizadeh, Motahar & Ordi, 2013) open access, h-index and introduce their findings not only on time but also in appropriate web pages. Wanted or unwanted, everyone does it due to the fact of optimization is currently being performed even in authoritative scientific publications or by valuable researchers who are enthusiastic to increase their visits in the world wide. Because publishing a high quality scientific article in a high quality journal is a half way to receive more citation in the future (Ale Ebrahim, 2012). On the other side, there are many methods to measure and evaluate the re-
Bibliometrics (citation metric) is one of the traditional methods (Roemer & Borchardt, 2012; Sahel, 2011). This is a method of quantitative analysis and statics the publications such as journal articles and citations showing impact factor, H-index and citation impact of articles (Bellis, 2009; Holden, Rosenberg & Kathleen, 2006). There are also some other techniques to evaluate the impact of scientific productions such as Webometrics, Cybermetrics, Scientometrics, Informetrics. But the new different method to evaluate the usage, activation and application of publications and measuring the scholarly impact of research is Altmetrics which is a nice idea but a bad appellation in high demand due to bibliometrics is not adequate to satisfy researchers to find and map the modern impact and landscape (Roemer & Borchardt, 2015). Some introduce Altmetrics as a social media metrics whereas others regard it as infmetrics. Also, some considered that it can show views, downloads, readings, mentions in social media and activities in different platforms in the World Wide Web (Collister, Kirschner, Bradbury, Deliyannides & Kear 2017; Zahedi, 2015). The term Altmetrics was proposed for the first time in 2010 with a tweet posted by Jason Priem (Priem, 2010; Priem, Taraborelli, Groth & Neylon, 2010). It is a new method beyond bibliometrics (Cronin & Sugimoto, 2014) and the concept of this name is short form of alternative (citations) and metrics (Haustein, Sugimoto & Larivière, 2015). Also, article and journal level metrics showing how the scientific information world can be connected (NISO, 2016). Altmetrics will show the potential impact of a scientific papers (Knight, 2014). For example in 2008 the Journal of Medical Internet Research began following the articles views and counting tweetations which could indicate and predict highly cited papers (Eysenbach, 2011). however all the scientists and researchers pay attention to some databases such as Web of Science, Scopus and Google Scholar to check their assessment (bibliometrics method) (UNESCO, 2015; Scopus, 2017; Web of Science, 2014) It is very important not only for researchers to predict which work would be more impact in the future, but also for organizations to find the attitude of the other researchers and future trend of sciences (Lotfipanah, Totonchi, Azadeh & Omani-Samani, 2017). Therefore, one of the awareness of the readers to visit and cite is to expose the paper freely (Berkesand, 2017). The following section introduces many ways, suggestions and tactics which may help researchers to increase and improve the number of their citations that they can apply some of them. These information providing potentially useful guidelines for authors, reviewers, editors and academic institutes to maximize the impact of their productions in the future papers. Therefore, to boost a researcher citation count to maximize impact, considering these simple techniques is a priority of any research. In the next section our most focus is on Altmetrics.

WAYS AND MEANS TO INCREASE VISIBILITY AND CITATIONS

1. Impact of Article Title: citation rates of scientific articles depend on many variables. It is proved in many papers that the title length, construc-
tion, words etc. were strongly correlated to the number of times a paper have been cited (Jacques & Sebire, 2010). Evidence shows that the scientific articles which use short, concise, succinct and informative title describing the results or conclusions have more impact and citation (Paiva, Lima & Paiva, 2012; Neill, 2007; Vintzileos & Ananth, 2010). Accordingly, In 2011 Iranian researchers find that though articles with a question type title would be used more but have less citation (Jamali & Nikzad, 2011).

2. **Keyword’s Importance**: keywords are instruments to assist search engines and indexers find relevant information (WordStream, n.d.). Using keywords in the URL of scientific web pages would convey the audiences directly to the exact information (Google, 2018) because they act as search term. To enhance discoverability, we offer to biomedical researchers to select key words from Medical Subject Heading(MeSH) browser (“Medical Subject Headings 2017,” 2017) which is a controlled thesaurus (vocabulary) produced by the National Library of Medicine (National Library of Medicine, 2018; Sauaia, Moore, Crebs, Maier, Hoyt, Shackford & Colorado, 2014). For other fields we suggest other bibliographic databases. e.g., ERIC Thesaurus, PsycInfo, GeoRef, ChemWeb, BIOSIS Search Guide. Therefore, it is better to put specific keywords reflecting the essential and real concepts, not to use “buzzwords” in your field (Emerald, 2018). If you are still confused we suggest using thesaurus to identify synonyms or ask from a reference librarian. Also, using a chart to track related keywords to your topic is useful (Piedmont Virginia Community College, 2018). This segment of a scientific paper has a very high potential impact.

3. **Abstract**: While writing the abstract, repeat the key phrases as well: abstract is a most trusted summary of the content of a manuscript in the least space (Roberts, 1983; Sauaia, Moore, Crebs, Maier, Hoyt, Shackford & Colorado, 2014) that is very useful for busy researchers and shows the most important points of an article. In most cases the abstract is the only part of a scientific paper that appears in indexing databases such as Scopus or Web of Science. Hence, it will be the most accessible part of article which has the most impact on the other researchers by a clear statement (Andrade, 2011); making a good impression will encourage researchers to read your full paper. Your Abstract should answer these questions about your manuscript: What was done? Why did you do it? What did you find? Why are these findings useful and important? (Springer, 2017). Use some specific title phrases and key words in the abstract of the study and repeat them. Repetition would increases the chance of a scientific paper to be retrieved more easily to Search engines, scientific journal websites and other electronic databases (Ebbs, 2017; Elm, 2011). It is advisable to use the words applied in the title, abstract and list of keywords (Rodrigues, 2013). It’s better to write this section immediately after the title. By doing so, one can better concentrate
on the exact statements and purpose of the article (Roberts, 2012). The more completed representation of a scientific paper with lucid purpose enable and helps researchers with more details to decide whether use this study or not to use this survey. Therefore, an article with long abstract may receive more citation (Didegah & Thelwall, 2013).

4. Use Much More References To Increase Impact: Based on previous consistent studies the number of cited references by researchers may increase impact in science (Bornmann, Schier, Marx & Daniel, 2012; Didegah & Thelwall, 2013). In biology longer papers do not increase citations unless you add more references (Didegah & Thelwall, 2013).

5. Reputation and Number of the Authors: The citation counts of a scientific articles are not only connected scientific quality (Bornmann, Schier, Marx & Daniel, 2012). The number of authors on scientific papers has affect citation rates as well (Fox, Paine & Sauterey, 2016). Author reputation and seniority in science is another key role in driving a paper’s citation count early in its citation life cycle but the scientific credibility of the authors will not have any effect in the long time (Petersen et al., 2014).

6. International and Institutional Collaboration: There are some contradictions between results of this kind of collaboration. If you are working in a world’s top university, it is not necessary to have international collaboration due to institutional collaboration benefits are more than international collaboration (Didegah & Thelwall, 2013; Gazni & Didegah, 2011). However, citation analysis shows that writing scientific papers with international co-authors is four times higher than those of single country international publications (Granda-Orive et al, 2009; Jones & Evans, 2013). It means that international collaboration synonymous with high quality research in modern sciences and shows the activation, viability and smartness of an organization or group of researchers (Adams, 2017; Iefremova, Sas & Kozak, 2016).

7. Choose where to Publish: The venue where a paper is published may help authors to predict the number of citations in the future (Castillo, Donatom & Gionis, 2007).

8. Promote your Research in Traditional Channels for Greatest Impact: By presenting your new researches at seminars, conferences and scientific workshops or even pin new publication notice in your department or other universities not only may earn a higher position and more collaboration and make publicity for your innovations, but also it will improve your reputation (UCD Research and Innovation, 2016). A quick discussion over coffee with an old colleague an informal opportunity and valuable as one day seminar you attend (Meredith & Hjorth, 2010).

9. Choose the Right and Relevant Journal: making a decision to choose the
best and suitable journal for a new research is a usual challenge and concern for research scientists. Pace and cost of publication (publication fees), impact factor, prestige factor, distribution and webpage ranking of publication are very important factors (Ash & Scholefield, 2013; Thompson, 2007). So, you had better ask yourself some questions when selecting a journal for your manuscript such as journal aim, scope, journal indexing, online submission, peer review, peer review time, acceptance possibility, open access (Sandesh & Wahrekar, 2017; Shokraneh, Ilghami, Masoomi & Amanollahi, 2012). Before every effort for submitting article, we recommend you to check Master Journal List (http://mjl.clarivate.com).

10. Use high Impact Factor Journals: increase the probability of citation rates by publishing in high impact factor journals (University Kebangsaan, 2016).

11. Submit the scientific papers in a high web page rank journal: Journals with marketing strategies working and focusing on their web site optimization and have more traffic may enhance indirectly your citations. Checking the traffic of a scientific journal page rank simply refers to www.alexa.com/siteinfo (Lotfipanah, 2016).

12. Set up citation alerts: Awareness of who has referred to your articles can expand further collaborations. See how others have interpreted your research and what makes them cite your research. Also, you will find out author’s favorite, scientific position and interested journals.

13. Use Consistent form of your name on all of your publications: Applying the same academic name format on all of your scientific papers will make it easier for the other scientists to find your scientific productions better. Therefore, we propose to early career-researchers to build an official name for themselves.

14. Open Access (OA) research Increases citation rate: online availability is one of the most important issues in the field of information science and bibliometrics that will increase citations, page views, downloads (usage) and media attention for your research. So, it is argued that open access articles have more potential to download more than subscription-based access (Moed, 2012; Riera & Aibar, 2013).

15. Self-Citation: A self-citation is a reference to an article from the same journal (Clarevate Analytics, 2017) that has consistent influence on bibliometric measures (Swanson et al, 2016). Also there is a significant correlation between self-citation rate and impact factors (Kanthraj, 2006). Cite your published article that is relevant to the current ongoing ones.

16. If you cite, you will be cited: Do not forget to cite your colleague’s researches in your research center that are relevant. I named it “colleague for colleague citation”.
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17. Write your article in English language: About 70 percentage of published scientific articles are written by research scientists whose first language is not English (Wallwork, 2016). But we suggest do not try to publish scientific researches in non-English language if you are going to be universal and index in WoS (Hammarfelt, 2013). Highly cited papers are in English and if you want to grow your audiences do not narrow yourself with local (Webmaster, 2018).

18. Check spelling and grammar writing: be sure that the spelling and grammar of you research are correct. Read and reread it very carefully to ensure it is admirable for presenting to an editor in an international journal.

19. Use functional websites: before submitting your manuscript, check some information about scientific journals and their ranking such as www.medsciediting.com which was founded in 2008 (medsci, 2008).

20. Use the same research name and affiliation forever: It is mandatory to choose an official institutional affiliation and contact information in all research papers without any abbreviation. Do not forget writing the university, faculty and department. Many grate scientific productions had been lost due to this issue. Author affiliation standardization is outstanding to make sure that a scientific production can be attributed to the correct author and institution.

21. Write a review article to get more citation: A review article is a scientific text relying on previously published articles in a specific field (Mayer, 2009). Review articles which address an important subject can sometimes have higher citation rates than original articles. It is shown that this kind of papers tend to receive more citations (Trapp, 2016). After many experience describing the practices and evolution of your research in a review is required!

22. Apply DOI to avoid citation errors: Digital Object Identifier (DOI) is a persistence, alphanumeric, interoperable and unique identifier to identify academic information such as journal articles and official publications which remains over the life time of a document even its location and other metadata may change (International DOI Foundation, 2017; American Psychological Association, 2018) We urge you to find and use DOI of scientific productions as much as you can. This digital identifier will help you to make every effort to avoid citation errors when compiling reference lists (Onwuegbuzie, Frels & Slate, 2010; Huh, 2013b) digital object identifier of each reference, and author’s voice recording may increase journal access So, do not publish online in the dark. Just DOI it. Note that, RG can do this for you for free. I would like to mention that I read somewhere that if you add DOI to your conference papers you will get three times as more visibility and citation but could not find reference.

23. Publish your article in journals that have a structured abstract: research scientists are too busy and usually read only abstracts. Structured abstracts with
sections purpose, methods, results and conclusion assist other authors to rapidly find the most important content and cite you (Huh, 2013b) digital object identifier of each reference, and author’s voice recording may increase journal access.

24. Make a code in ORCID: Open researcher and contributor ID (ORCID Inc. Bethesda, MD, USA) is a unique, persistence digital identifier with 16-digit number that distinguish any researcher from every other researcher (ORCID, 2017). This digital identifier may be used by publishers, authors, institutions to simply recognize all scholars and researchers in the world like ISBNs and digital object identifiers to identify books and scientific papers (Shillum & Taylor, 2013). We highly recommend all researchers to singing in ORCID and submitting publications regardless of their discipline, then adding ORCID on your web pages, due to many reasons. For instance, by ORCID you can apply for grants or get fund by academic institutions or publications (Cacchione, 2017).

25. Submit your work in indexed journals: To disseminate the qualified scientific information, Journals are the primary information channels for scientific community (Russell, 2001). Journal opting for publication aims is one of the concerns for research scientists to find an appropriate one (Shokraneh et al, 2012). One concern is the number and credibility of indexers which are indexing a journal. For instance, the primary and the most important medical journal indexers are Thomson Reuters Biological Abstracts, Thomson ISI’s Journal Citation Reports, Medline (US National Library of Medicine®, Bethesda, MD, USA), PubMed Central, Index Medicus, Science Citation Index Elsevier’s Embase, Scopus and the oldest used one is Google Scholar. Indexed journals are considered to be of higher scientific quality as compared to non-indexed journals. So, if a journal is indexing by an accredited indexer such as Scopus, it means that not only your desired journal has qualification but also has more visibility in World Wide Web.

26. Make a complete CV and distribute it on web: A standard Curriculum Vitae (CV) serves an official documentation to reflect two perspective of a research scientist. First what a practitioner require and second what a researcher may offer in terms of his or her experience, skills, qualities and supply (Price, 2014). It is necessary for any researcher to provide and inform his or her demographic and historical information in research to the others for any future career change, advancement or attainments (Christenbery, 2014). One way to post a Curriculum Vitae is to use Science Experts Network Curriculum Vitae in scienCV available at https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/sciencv/. It may increase your visibility and credibility.

27. Introduce yourself or company in Wikipedia: Wikipedia is a qualitative comprehensive trustworthy free online global encyclopedia to read and edit (Altmann, 2005). It is widely used by many research scientists, editors and
students that has immediate impacts on scientific literacy which is increasingly engaging expert communities to improve their knowledge (Shafee, Mietchen & Su, 2017). It means that by writing some information about your organization or scientific publication as a brand or introducing yourself or your reputable professor may have more visibility and citation rates.

28. Start Blogging: A weblog is a web-based application enable group of people to discuss electronically and review different opinions, ideas and information about a specific topic (Lu & Serrat, 2017). Creating a blog or Blogging has emerged as a social useful phenomenon in which had influenced not only among public but also become an important tool of information transfer among research scientists to share their experiences, to disseminate their productions immediately, to post their interesting and exchange information and opinions (Almquist & Butts, 2013; Pereira, Kubben, Albuquerque-Carvalho & Sousa, 2012; Sethi, 2007). We suggest to all researchers and scholars to spread the contents related to their field by creating their own web log to increase visibility. If you as a researcher create a distinctive blog with a scientific characteristic in a specific field with or without hypertext references to your primary or secondary information sources, you are creating a network of citations between blogs and yours that has a significant impact on visibility and reputation. Some blogging tools are: Blogger (www.blogger.com), Wordpress (www.wordpress.org), Tumbler (www.tumblr.com) and Posterous (www.posterous.com). By the way, if the purpose is to increase visibility, the title of weblog must include related keywords (Dysart, 2006; Lu & Serrat, 2017).

29. Magnify co-authorship base: Positive attitude of some researchers toward more Collaboration with a variety of scientists and colleagues not only has many profits but also is the key of improvement. Previous researches has shown that more collaborative efforts has more influence in science. Involve policy makers of your projects to feel responsible and help you more in scientific activities or even funds in the future (Kumar et al, 2014; Walley, Khan, Shah, Witter & Wei, 2007).

30. More to increase usage: Epernicus/ Studymode/ Linguistlist/ Reddit / Zendodo/ Pinterest are the other unique offer opportunities to connect and communicate with people across the globe but individual and less important. Check them online if you are interested.

31. Data Sharing: Previous studies have found studies that share their information tend to get more and more visit and citations than studies which do not make their information available (Piwowar, Day & Fridsma, 2007; Piwowar & Vision, 2013). So, do not forget data sharing. These days it is very important for a universal research scientist to be visible when other researchers start their own work. Therefore, for promoting your scientific productions we recommend more data sharing in some channels to reach...
your readership. Because as we mentioned in our introduction, citation counts are an imperfect metric of scientific papers impact (Fox, Paine & Sauterey, 2016) and researchers need pay attention to the other influential impacts. Social media platforms are another tools to increase usage and citation using.

The following section provides an insight into various social networking sites used for enhancing and disseminating research.

1. Research gate: Researchgate.net (Berlin, Germany) is one of the most attractive free professional Social Networking Site that may help researchers in scientific community or hurt them. But advantages are more than disadvantages (Citrome, 2015). One advantages is easily connecting with other research scientists you research with or want to have collaboration. One of the aims of Researchgate is determining the impact of researchers (provides metrics of one’s research) in social community. This site is also an open access database to increase visibility of research works which most of known researchers have been much interested in promoting and exhibiting their research through reliable scientometric measures (Memon, 2016). Here we do not write about dark side of this platform but we recommend to them, please hamper fake publishers, unqualified and ghost journals.

2. Academia: As examined by a world report in 2014 Academia.edu (San Francisco, CA, USA) is a social networking website like Facebook (Facebook Inc. San Francisco, CA, USA) for scientists which had shaped the career of researchers (Owens, 2014). It indicates to a researcher that how much other scientists are interested about a new topic and is it necessary to resurgence an old topic again which left off before. Here researchers are able sharing ideas, opinions, resources, any multimedia, and papers with millions of scientists across the world for free. A study published in PLOS ONE indicated that scientific papers uploaded to Academia.edu received a 69% boosts in citations over 5 years (Mehta & Flickinger, 2014; Niyazov et al, 2016).

3. LinkedIn: The LinkedIn (LinkedIn Corp, Mountain View, CA, USA) is a professional networking website where researchers and scientists publicize their profile and contact information (Dong, Cheema, Samarasekera & Rajaratnam, 2015; Graham, 2009). This dynamic site serves an effective means for continuing professional development for researchers. We encourage all researchers and specialists to register on LinkedIn for continuing more unexpected development in their filed. If so, we promise you are growing up. If not, you are not up to date and are missing opportunities to learn more. Facebook is another unofficial social networking researchers may advertise past experiences there.

4. CiteULike: The CiteULike is a free social reference management web service, social bookmarking tool to help academics to share, store and organize
the scientific outputs they are reading (Bogers & Bosch, 2008). It means that when you find a paper on the web that interests you, you can click one button and have it added to your personal library. It also serves automated article recommendations and you may find out who is reading what you are reading. In this platform you can make a group too.

5. ArXiv: arXiv.org is an automated electronic preprint archive (pronounced “archive”) in some academic fields such as stem cell biology which can be accessed online for research articles. All the research papers are self-archived (Cornell University Library, n.d.; Ginsparg, 2011). It means that the authors deposit a free copy of an electronic document online in order to provide open access (OA) it. arXiv’s system can detect and screens spot fake papers and non-research content (Ginsparg, 2014). Registered authors may use this website to submit their new scientific productions to the archive. Also the other users can retrieve articles from arXiv.org. Also Listings of newly submitted articles in areas of interest are available. So, create your online repository.

6. Mendeley: Mendeley.com is a free research and reference management tool and academic social network for desktop and web that can help scientists organize their research, collaborate with others online, and discover the latest researches (Singh, 2010). By using this application researchers can automatically generate bibliographies, collaborate easily with other scientists online, and find relevant papers based on what a scientist is reading (Mendeley, 2017). As you read, this research manager empowering researchers around the world to connect and inspire each other, to find new opportunities, to store and share data, to fund their project, to organize and take control of their references. It is a perfect virtual place for sharing knowledge, discussing new developments and collaborating on innovative projects. Here no researcher miss an opportunity. Citation and bibliography creation is easier than end note software. Many previous articles mentioned that Mendeley is an online distribution channel which increases article usage and download and has a great potential to enhance citations of scholarly articles. It has proved that Mendeley has strongest effect size on page views and significant effect on Altmetric scores. These findings are consistent with prior finding which showed 49% increase in weekly article page views (Kudlow, 2017; Kudlow, Rutledge, Shachak, McIntyre & Eysenbach, 2016). Create your profile, start and join groups to find people and information that will inspire you.

7. SSRN: www.ssrn.com (SSRN, Rochester, NY, USA) is an open access online preprint community providing opportunities for research scientists in many fields to post their early research and get credit for their opinions or their ideas before peer reviewed publication (Gordon, 2016; Elsevier, 2017). This electronic community provides searchable database after signing in and encourage researchers to upload their scientific papers free
of charge. Uploading and downloading the scientific papers free of charge will help any researcher to increase his or her visibility and citation rate. It is simply possible to check the list in order of most downloads per paper, most citations, most uploaded papers, and to view each of these lists from the statistics of the last one year, or in total (Stockmeyer, 2011; McKiernan, n.d.).

8. Twitter: Twitter (Twitter Inc. San Francisco, CA, USA) as a useful educational tool is an online social network with high popularity which may help students form opinions, verify information and apply those information to practice more (Thames, 2009). This most used social interaction forum become the third most used social community after Facebook and MySpace (Parslow, 2009). Past studies showed weak and sometimes negative correlation between twitter activity and citation rates. But in fact there is a significant positive influence of twitter activity on citation rates (Peoples, Midway, Sackett, Lynch, & Cooney, 2016). So, there is a relationship between Altmetrics (Alternative Metrics) and bibliometrics (traditional metrics of research impact, for instance, number of citations). Although research scientist could have used Twitter as an email or instant messaging and forum for discussion due to sanctions from United States on Iran, Iranian academic centers and researchers like Royan Institute for stem cell biology and technology as a high level center in the Middle East cannot utilize of it. After more than 30 years’ experience and scientific activity in Royan Institute, and after 10 years of Twitter social community activity, the number of Royan Institute tweets are just less than 10 tweets! “Cell journal” as a publication of this institute has no tweetation! What do you think about number of “Cell” journal tweets of United States? Register on Twitter and change your future scientific perspective. It can enhance your reputation by its novel mechanism. Yammer is another microblogging collaboration tool for enterprise-specific communications in an organization (www.yammer.com).

9. YouTube: YouTube is largest user-driven video content provider in the world (Wattenhofer, Wattenhofer, & Zhu, 2012). Boost your research works visibility by YouTube.com. By this free American video sharing website and making a 2 or 3 minutes movie of your best works, you will increase your reputation, interaction, visibility and citation rates. YouTube is the second most popular web site in the world after Google and ahead of Facebook and Google’s largest branch. There are many other multimedia such as Flicker, Picasa, Smug Mug (for Photographs); Viddler, Vimeo (for Videos); Ustream, Livestream, Justin.tv (for live streaming); Scribd (Scribd Inc, San Francisco, CA, USA), SlideShare (LinkedIn Corp, Mountain View, CA, USA), Sliderocket (for presentation sharing); OpenSim, Second Life, World of Warcraft (for virtual worlds). Also Zenodo (Geneva, Switzerland) (https://zenodo.org/) for a range of outputs will enhance visibility. This happens because uploads gets DOI to make them easily and uniquely citable.

CA, USA) is a free multidimensional online community for research methods (Onwuegbuzie & Frels, 2016; Salmons, Finnegan & Lucraft, 2013). On this website, researchers can connect with others, discuss methodology issues and controversies, discover and review new resources, find relevant conferences and events to keeping up to date, and share and solve methodology problems.

11. Zotero: [Zoh-Tair-Oh] www.zotero.com is a free and easy to use tool for researchers to collect, organize, cite and share their research sources (Anderson, 2015). Zotero collects all the researches of a scientist in a single searchable interface.

12. FigShare: www.figshare.com (London, UK) is free cloud based repository where users can make all of their research outputs available in a citable, shareable and discoverable manner including figures, datasets, images and videos. Researchers can also share and discover knowledge on LinkedIn slideshare. This last one is world’s largest professional content sharing community.

13. Kudos: www.growkudos.com (Oxford, UK) is a credited online service that allows authors to explain, enrich, share and measure the impact of their articles (Ale Ebrahim, 2016; KUDOS, 2017). In this platform researchers can see the impact of their citation in the dashboard with official citations and Altmetric scores. Also researchers can check the number of views, learn where to focus the efforts to make best use of time. So with Kudos you can make your works more effective and gain greater visibility.

14. ImpactStory: www.impactstory.org (Alfred P Sloan Foundation) is another powerful online tool to promote research outputs with measures of research impact to make scholarly researches more open, accessible and reusable (Melero, 2015). I extremely advise all research scientists and scholars to register in this website. Because the reward structure of scholarship is changing around the world and scholars’ Curriculum Vitaes will transform from static lists of formal products to real-time displays of transparent, normalized metrics that reveal diverse impacts (Priem, 2013). This is a new funding policy which this non-profit organization propound and will follow the impact of all scientific formats belongs to a researcher and monitor all citations of all scientific productions of a researcher. This means Altmetrics (Piwowar, 2013). So, Altmetrics gives a full picture of how and when and where scientific productions have impact in science.

15. Or network: Or network www.ornetwork.ning.com is a social science research network service where a researcher can ask questions on it, discuss research and have collaboration with the others in a specific field (Tripathy, Bhatnagar, Shewade, Kumar, Zachariah & Harries, 2017). Membership is by invitation only.
16. Hashtag: Hashtags (#) is an indication that shows the core idea of an expression in the World Wide Web pages (Sanlı & Lambiotte, 2015). This indicator is as potential memes which can lead people who are enthusiastic to a topic. Such activities are as part of a campaign to raise awareness to the others about a new issue in globally. Utilizing hashtag would increase discussion in forums or some unrestricted social media like Twitter (Pinho-Costa et al, 2016). This approach is a kind of propagation based on interest. Therefore, this indicator is growing among educational communities for various reasons (Ivanova, 2011).

17. Create and disseminate podcasts: podcast is a digital format audio or video file for automatic downloading over internet to a computer or potable media player (Jham, Duraes, Strassler & Sensi, 2008). Make one and post it to Vimeo (InterActive Corp, New York, NY, USA) or expose the best research of yours related to your last scientific paper. It certainly will help in rapid dissemination and citation. Scientific journals are offering audio broadcasts after this revolution (Abbasi, 2006).

18. Google Scholar: Google Scholar (Google Inc. Mountain View, CA, USA) is a bibliographical online tool for scholarly publications (Huh, 2013a). Not only we recommend to researchers to create an account but also we recommend it to all editors in chief of scientific journals to make a specific profile for their journals. So, Google scholar increases the “Google-ability” and “Google-Visibility” of your profile.

CONCLUSION

Researchers can increase their reputation simply by using specific tools (SEO tools) for specific purposes. These tools and resources discussed above can easily facilitate research availability and visibility resulting in quick improvement and growth. Researchers with more information about computer, search engine optimization, web, social community and communication are more able to find or share information they need indeed. The study recommends scholars to monitor their traffic every day, show their presence on web, check databases and have more communication and collaboration with the other scientists, present themselves as a professional expert, try not to restrict access but be as "open" as possible, join the research networks. Publish much information about their research in the light of the above discussed 31 key points to increase the visibility and citation of your published papers. The key benefits of visibility can be drawing attentions; finding each other better; being more vivid scientist; enhancing collaboration; research motivation; knowledge sharing and research excellence, increased productivity, Career progression, better return over investment, increase in qualitative research, citation rates and usage of scientific papers.
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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Initial Topic</th>
<th>Similar Terms</th>
<th>Broader Terms</th>
<th>Narrower Terms</th>
<th>Related Terms</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Example</td>
<td>Kangaroo</td>
<td>Kangaroos, roos, joeys</td>
<td>Mammalia (class), Marsupialia (order), Macropodidae (family)</td>
<td>Macropus (genus), Giganteus (species), Eastern Gray Kangaroo</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figure 1:** chart to track related keywords to your topic
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